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Do you 
feel tired 
while getting-up
from bed in the morning?
Does a good mattress lead to better sleep?  It’s not just the mattress, it is the kind of mattress that plays an Absolutely YES.
important role not only in giving you a comfortable sleep but also improves your overall health. Human being spends one-third of 
their full day’s time in sleeping. Any disturbance in sleep would result in an increased prevalence of metabolic disorders, 
cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, obesity & diabetes. New research suggests that The magnetic-based mattress can help 
your body relax and fall into good sleep more quickly and easily. 

Rare earth Bio-Magnets in medicine are often referred to as biomagnetism or magnetic therapy. Magnets are known for their 
healing properties; this has led to the concept that if one sleeps on a  magnetic mattress can promote healthy sleep not only Bio-
Magnets help restore the energy imbalance when the body undergoes any type of pain or inflammation. The magnetic field also 
a�ects the disbursement of red blood cells. As the cells move along the circulatory system and through our tissue, these cells "pick 
up" oxygen and nutrients. When magnets have applied these cells "spread out" more, thus giving them more room to do their jobs. 
More surface area means more oxygen and nutrient delivery and more energy. Yet another way magnetic field therapy helps the 
body to be more e�cient.

How Does Magnetic Therapy Work?
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Magnets work by improving circulation to the damaged region and improving the injured cell’s polarity.  Magnet energy is 
considered a catalyst that speeds up biological processes and enables the body to reduce inflammation and heal itself.  Magnets 
also speed up circulation and improve oxygen and nutrient absorption into the targeted cells.  They also help improve the e�ciency 
of waste removal from these targeted cells.

Every cell in our body has a negative charge on the outside and a positive charge on the inside.  This allows for electrical signalling 
to move throughout the body very quickly and e�ectively.  When a region of the body is injured or inflamed it causes a lack of blood 
flow.  This reduces oxygen and nutrients in the region which causes a lack of polarity and disrupts the natural electrical currents in 
the body.

TMIntroducing WinWellness BioMagNT  the highly natural 2000 gauss – a small neodymium-iron-boron (NIB) magnet designed 
with max comfort with pure cotton fabric for better comfort and sleep.



TMThe BioMagNT  mattress is known to alleviate body pains such as backaches, knee pain, headaches, any pain related to blockage, 
and migraines. The magnets help reduce muscle contractions, improve overall blood flow and relieve pain in bones, joints and 
muscles. The magnets used in BioMagNT mattresses have di�erent strengths. It also helps the body ward o� pathogens and 
improves tissue healing processes.

TMHEALTH BENEFITS OF BIO-MAGNETIC  MATTRESS

•   May enhances blood circulation & oxygen level 
•   May help in muscle contractions
•   May speeds up the healing process
•   Can help to reduce inflammation & swelling in the body
•   May improve sleeping patterns
•   It helps to control multiple blood vessels blockage tendency
•   May reduce stress and generate relaxation
•   May heals tissue faster

TMBioMagNT  Water energy pad: Earth’s magnetic field naturally charges water in lakes, well and 
running streams. Water is a combination of Hydrogen and oxygen. Bio-magnets break down the 
molecular structure of water & reduce it which is beneficial for all blood cells. Magnetic water has 
more hydroxyl (OH-) ions that form alkaline molecules which reduce the acidity. Normal tap water has 
a pH of less than 7 where as magnetized water can have a Ph as high as 9.2.

TMBioMagNT  Wrist band: The inflamed area of your body will be reduced much faster when blood 
circulation of your body is going well just like the health benefits of wearing copper.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
TMWinWellness BioMagNT Mattress  is considered to be a viable tool to soothe morning aches and 

achieve deeper and more recuperative sleep. It works by driving the positive ions away from the 
a�ected area to help the body return to its balanced state. When the body is in contact with the 

magnet undergoes an increase in blood flow and thus receives a healthy supply of oxygen and other nutrients which are good for 
healing. It will take 3-4 weeks to give proper results because of its bio-magnetic therapy.

•  People with pacemakers, insulin pumps or electro-medical devices.
WHO SHOULD NOT USE:

•  Pregnant women, young children, and People who need to get MRI or X-ray.

HOW TO USE:
•  Use only for 2 hours per day in the initial week to see if there is any reaction 

•  If you find that the body is responding well, continue to use it regularly.
    emerging on the body.

•  Don’t wash the mattress in washing machines.

•  Keep away all the electronic gadgets from the mattress.
•  Keep away from heat.

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

WORLD'S HIGH INTENSITY 
EXTREMELY POWERFUL 
BIO-MAGNETIC MATTRESS & PILLOW PAD
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Cell 
division is a 
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The 
proper 

function & interaction 
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Magnetism 
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electromagnetic 
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in health 
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